
OUTSOURCING

SPECIAL OUTSOURCING
THROUGH AUDITED AND QUALITY FOCUSED 

PARTNERS



METALLURGICAL LABORATORY

OUR LOW COST AND MIDCOST SOLUTIONS
Our global offer relies on André Laurent high quality standard.

COSTS 
We have enforced our offer according to geographical areas:

- Low-Cost through our network of Asian and East European     
   partnership

- Mid-Cost through our own production unit in Marocco 
   (Maghreb) since 2008

Our supplier data-base is subjected to the target criteria of ISO 
9001 but also to reactivity, logistic compliance and quality.

Our purchasing manager signed 
dedicated contracts with prime 
supplier allowing us to have better 
prices, delivery time to be able to 
provide the best solutions to 
customers.

According to the type of products we have to deliver, we 
benefit from large range of specific process (cold 
forming, drilling, heat and surface treatment, special 
shaping…). This range leads us to be much more than 
a simple supplier but a complete project leader and 
solutions provider.

Our aim is patterned on our customers aim:
-- Reduce the number of supplier while emerging 
   “key supplier”
- Reduce the supplier management time 
   and other indirect costs
- Having a single interface to enforce trust 
   and liability into the partnership

WIDE AND WORLDWIDE OFFER

We can propose our customers a wide and globalized 
offer which is dedicated to improve product portfolio 
management, the lead time, storage and logistics 
management.

Our factories in France and in Maghreb enable us to 
benefit from bigger storage possibilities and ability for 
André Laurent to have dedicated customer stock, a 
real advantage when it comes to serve a customer 
rapidly and for its global entities.

Our Our company culture has always been based on 
services ; thanks to our financial surface, we are able 
to maintain material storage and parts stock for our 
partners.
.

LOGISTIC
-

-

QUALITY

Our Technical, Inspection and Quality Department 
added to our Laboratory are evidence of André 
Laurent reflection for quality and security. These 
elements offer a relative safety to our customers 
and allow our company to reach the highest 
standard of excellence.

Security and safety parts expertise
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